WEBSITE LEGAL WARNING
Read carefully the following provisions before using the Website.
This website has been developed for Gisèle Denis, owned by DE RUY PERFUMES S.A.U (hereinafter “De Ruy
Perfumes”), with VAT Reg No A-29.596.624, and corporate address at Carretera de la Esclusa, ZAL, 2.1.,
41011 Seville (Spain), telephone number: 954661461 and email address:att@deruy.com., Registered at
Seville Register's Office; Sheet SE-41060 Volume 3097 Page 5.
DE RUY PERFUMES S.A.U welcomes you to its website dedicated to cosmetic products commercialised
under the brand “Gisèle Denis”, that may be accessed at the following URL:http://www.giseledenis.com
(hereinafter, the "Website"), or through any other URL, tab or button embedded into any other website that
links into the Website. This Website is governed by specific provisions. Therefore, this legal warning will be
applicable to those website pages edited by DE RUY PERFUMES that may be accessed directly.
The use of the Website is governed by the terms and conditions herein. In order to enter the Website, any
Internet user that may be browsing the Website (hereinafter, the "User") states that he/she has read and
accepted without any conditions the following terms, and agrees to be bound by them and to meet the
following provisions under any circumstances as stated below:
1. Intellectual and industrial copyright of the Website.
The Website by “Gisèle Denis” is an intellectual creation protected under intellectual property law. Both,
the Website and the elements in it (brand, logotypes, photographs, images, illustrations, texts, video clips,
etc.) are the exclusive property of “De Ruy Perfumes”, which is the one and only entity entitled to the
personal and intellectual copyright associated to the same and does not grant any permission or any other
right except that necessary to visit and consult the Website for strictly personal use and purposes.
Any reproduction of the documents that may be published at the Website is authorised only and exclusively
for informative purposes and within the frame of a strictly private and personal use. It is expressly
forbidden any either partial or full reproduction or representation of the Website, or of any of its
comprising elements, on any support, to other effects, and particularly, with commercial purposes.
Except for the above-mentioned cases, “De Ruy Perfumes” must previous and expressly authorise any
reproduction or representation of the Website. To this sense, permission applications must be sent to the
following email address: info@giseledenis.com or to att@deruy.com.
Any unauthorised use may constitute a violation of the copyright and may be sanctioned according to the
criminal law in force. “De Ruy Perfumes” does not assume any responsibility for the content, publicity,
products or services available on the websites associated to its Website or linked to it.
Likewise, all the brands mentioned in the Website are registered trademarks and are, therefore, protected
by registration and belong to “De Ruy Perfumes”. “De Ruy Perfumes” must previously and expressly
authorise in writing, any use of such brands.
Any breach of the above-mentioned rights will be prosecuted according to the legislation in force. In any
case, “De Ruy Perfumes” reminds the Website Users that authorisation requests must be sent to the
following email address: info@giseledenis.com or to att@deruy.com.

2. Access to the Website
“De Ruy Perfumes” makes every effort to ensure the Website is accessible even though it acknowledges no
obligation to this regard. Access to the Website may be interrupted for maintenance or updating purposes,
as well as for any other reasons, particularly of a technical nature. “De Ruy Perfumes” cannot be held
responsible for any of such interruptions or for any of the consequences that may derive from them to the
Website Users. Nevertheless, it will try to minimise, as much as possible, the inconveniences caused by such
operations.
In any case, “De Ruy Perfumes” makes all its best to provide quality contents and services that are feasible
and adapted to the current information technology systems in the market, although, in no case, it
guarantees that they may be free from flaw or design failures that may prevent its use or installation. “De
Ruy Perfumes” cannot be held responsible in any case for any of the consequences either direct or indirect
of for the damages that may have been caused by flaws or due to illicit use of these applications at the
Website “Gisèle Denis”.
3. Availability of the Service
Access to the Website requires the provision of services and supplies by third parties, including
telecommunications networks whose reliability, quality, continuity and functioning depends on third
parties. Therefore, the services provided through the Website may be suspended, cancelled or become
inaccessible either previous or simultaneously to the provision of the service by the Website.
“De Ruy Perfumes” cannot be held responsible for the damages of any kind produced by the User that may
cause failures or disconnection from telecommunication networks that may result in the suspension,
cancellation or interruption of the service by the Website either during the provision of such service or
previously.
4. Using the Website contents
General Provisions
“De Ruy Perfumes” makes every effort to update the contents in the Website and to offer its users precise
information. However, the User recognises that the transmission of data and information through the
Internet is not fully reliable, since it uses a wide variety of networks. Therefore, “De Ruy Perfumes” cannot
ensure the accuracy of the data included in its Website. Any eventual error or failure should be notified to
the following email address: info@giseledenis.com.
Any use of the Website that does not abide to the original provisions or that breaches these provisions may
be subject to criminal or civil sanctions as determined by the current legislation in force.
(i) Licence
“De Ruy Perfumes”grants the User of its Website, free or charge and during the legal period of the
copyright, the non-exclusive and non-transferable right to use the Downloadable Contents in the Website (if
there were any, either now or in the future) for only and exclusively personal and private use by the User.

The User is, therefore, authorised to reproduced and represent the Downloadable Contents in the Website
for his/her exclusively personal and private use. Any full or partial reproduction, representation of the
Downloadable Contents to any other effect, and particularly, for commercial purposes is expressly
forbidden. The User acknowledges that he/she holds no other right with regards to Downloadable Contents
except for those granted according to the provisions in this document.
The User commits to not modify, either fully or partially any of the Downloadable Contents.
Except for the above-mentioned cases, “De Ruy Perfumes” must previous and expressly authorise any
reproduction or representation of the contents. To this sense, permission applications must be sent to the
following email address: info@giseledenis.com
When using or downloading Downloadable Contents available from the Website, the User acknowledges
that he/she has been informed that such content is provided "as is" and that he/she downloads them at
his/her own risk.
(ii) Good faith
The User agrees to use the Downloadable Contents in good faith.
In this sense, the User agrees not to use the Downloadable Contents in an illegal way and more specifically
not to create, represent, transmit, share, save or distribute in or through the Downloadable Contents any
harmful, threatening, defamatory, unauthorised, abusive, offensive, ill-willed, vulgar, calumnious, obscene,
fraudulent content that may go against the privacy or the image rights, abhorrent, that encourages violent
behaviour, racial or ethnic hatred or that may be considered reprehensible for any other reason.
Any use of the Downloadable Contents that does not abide to these original provisions or that breaches
such provisions may be subject to criminal or civil sanctions as determined by the current legislation in
force.
(iii) Liability waiver
The User acknowledges that the Downloadable Contents may not be temporarily available for technical
reasons and mainly for maintenance or other types of procedures.
“De Ruy Perfumes” does not acknowledge any liability in case of error, omission, interruption, deletion,
flaw, delay in the transmission, communication lines failure, robbery, destruction, unauthorised use or
damages to the Downloadable Contents.
“De Ruy Perfumes” does not acknowledge any liability in case of technical failures associated to the use of
computers or telephone lines, Internet access or to any other type of incident.
“De Ruy Perfumes” does not acknowledge any liability for the damages suffered by the User or his/her
computer systems, or by other third party's equipment that may have been arisen from the downloading of
the Downloadable Contents in its Website.

Finally, “De Ruy Perfumes” does not acknowledge any liability with regards to any hardware or software
technical failure or abnormality (virus, programming errors, etc.), regardless of its nature, that may affect
the User's systems, his/her computer equipment or the data saved onto the same or as the consequences
that may be derived from his/her personal, professional or commercial actions.
5. Amendment to these provisions
“De Ruy Perfumes” reserves the right to modify any of the above-mentioned provisions at any moment
and particularly in order to comply with any new provision or legislation that may be applicable or in order
to optimise the use of the Website by the User. Any amendment to the use of the Website will be
incorporated to these provisions.
6. Governing law and jurisdiction
The User consents that Spanish law will be the applicable legislation, since “De Ruy Perfumes” develops its
activities in Spain and consents to the jurisdiction and courts of the consumer for the resolution of
discrepancies that may derive from the interpretation or implementation of these provisions.

